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GOALS & OBJECTIVES

THE STUDENT WORKSHOP
Two days of teen motivation, accountability and future planning that

guarantees to drive them to turn career aspirations into reality.  Maria

is an experienced, passionate and action focused Coach & Educator

who understands the challenges that are faced by teenagers. 

 Students who attend her workshops are guaranteed to walk away

with goals and plans of action for their future careers.

 

Two days of intensive self-reflection, future planning and careers &

university preparation action steps are all included in the workshop.
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THE TEACHER WORKSHOP
Attendees are given guidance and careers coaching strategies that

help them begin to make them aware of the importance of future job

trends and job requirements beyond the classroom.  Participants

leave the workshop being able to implement workshop learnings into

their teaching plans enabling them to begin to merge the gaps

between education and the world of work.  Following on from the

workshop, each student is offered a Careers Consultation session that

will ensure that the techniques and strategies offered during the

workshop are instilled in their career discovery process at home.

01 To empower teenagers with the

awareness and understanding of

their future careers.

02 To enhance self-reflection and

self-ownership in making future

career choices.

03 To create awareness of Core Values

to instil self-fulfillment in making

the future career choices.

04
To empower a toolbox of skills and

strategies that teenagers can use in

their everyday lives to enhance their

learning and future career choices.

THE PARENT WORKSHOP
Changing the conversation is a talk that brings the realities of work in

the future and recognising how young people are being taken

through an old-fashioned

university guidance pathway rather than being prepared for the

skillset and mindset needed to enhance and prepare themselves for a

competitive life at work.

ALL  REQUESTS  MUST  BE  EMAILED  DIRECLY  TO :

info@mariavitoratos.com


